LED INSTALL GUIDE

Balón Series
Borderless, or Minimally Bordered Flexible Screen System

BALON SERIES LED KIT INSTALLATION GUIDE
Use the following steps to connect the LED kit to the Balón Series.
Note: This step should always precede screen material attachment.
1. Start at either bottom corner of the back of the Balón frame, depending on which side you
would like your power supply to run on (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Start and end of LED strip attachment
2. Begin at the LED rail and start laying down the adhesive side of the LED strip, about 1/4” away
from the edge (see Figure 2).

LED rail

¼” from back edge

Figure 2: Cross section of Balón frame indicating LED rail

BALON SERIES LED KIT INSTALLATION GUIDE (CONT.)
3. Once you reach the corner/turn on the frame, make a wide loop with the LED strip so that at
least 4-5 LED diodes are hanging in the corner to even out the light field coverage (see Figure
3).

Figure 3: Corner loop for LED coverage
4. Repeat on all four sides, as well as the corners, until you reach the initial starting point.
5. Test out the LED kit with the provided power source before screen material attachment to
ensure the LEDs are working as intended.

Stewart LED Kit Diagram
The Stewart Filmscreen 6.25 Amp 24 Vdc power supply is used to provide power to all our LED
lighting kits with 1-2 16 foot LED rolls. This ultra-high capacity power supply is perfect for small
to large-scale applications requiring multiple LED lighting hardware, by providing a single power
source instead of multiple low capacity DC power supplies. Direct plug and play 24 Vdc output
connection is available for various connectivity configurations. Please read all information in the
instructions for proper wiring and connectivity.

Power Cable

Two rolls max LED strip in series per
controller for power supply.
IR L.E.D CONTROLLER
Input/Output Voltage DC: 12V-24V

Total Output Current: 12 Amps

POWER SUPPLY

Warning!
All Wiring should
be done by a
certified
professional.

Warning!
All wiring should be performed
by a qualified technician.
LED
AMPLIFIER

3 Prong AC Cord

24V
6.25 Amp DC
Power
Supply

One or more LED controllers should not
exceed over 6 amps of total current draw.

Please Note:
This power supply should be
enclosed in a proper metal enclosure
and not exposed to the elements.
Never mount in an open area or in an
attic space.

4 Conductor, 16-18 Awg. Cable for 32 ft. LED roll x2

If LED strip is too long, it
may be cut to length only
along indicated cut line.

